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A temperature scaling analysis using the same mode coupling theory~MCT! scaling relationships
employed for supercooled liquids is applied to optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect data
for four liquid crystals. The data cover a range of times from;1 ps to 100 ns and a range of
temperatures from;50 K above the isotropic to nematic phase transition temperatureTNI down to
;TNI . The slowest exponential component of the data obeys the Landau–de Gennes~LdG! theory
for the isotropic phase of liquid crystals. However, it is also found that the liquid crystal data obey
MCT scaling relationships, but, instead of a single scaling temperatureTC as found for supercooled
liquids, in the liquid crystals there are two scaling temperaturesTCL ~L for low temperature! and
TCH ~H for high temperature!. TCH is very close toT* , which results from LdG scaling, just below
the isotropic to nematic phase transition temperature,TNI , but is 30–50 K higher thanTCL . The
liquid crystal time dependent data have the identical functional form as supercooled liquid data, that
is, a fast power law decay with temperature independent exponent, followed by a slower power law
decay with temperature independent exponent, and on the longest time scales, an exponential decay
with highly temperature dependent decay constant. For each liquid crystal, the amplitudes of the two
power laws scale with expressions that involveTCL , but the exponential decay time constant~long
time dynamics! scales with an expression that involvesTCH . The existence of two scaling
temperatures can be interpreted as a signature of two ‘‘glass transitions’’ in liquid crystals. In ideal
MCT developed for spheres,TC is the ‘‘ideal glass transition temperature,’’ although it is found
experimentally to be;20%–30% above the experimental glass transition temperature,Tg . The
transition in nematic liquid crystals atTCL corresponds to the conventional ideal MCT glass
transition, while the transition atTCH can occur for nonspherical molecules, and may correspond to
the freezing in of local nematic order. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1618215#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of liquid crystals in their isotropic pha
are complex, occurring over a wide range of time scales1–6

Liquid crystals have a well-defined mesoscopic scale ph
cal picture of the nematogens in the isotropic phase,3,4,7,8and
this physical picture provides insights for the still evolvin
theoretical description of liquid crystal dynamics.4 Above but
near the nematic–isotropic~N–I! phase transition tempera
ture, TNI , (TNI,T,TNI1;50 K), orientational relaxation
dynamics are strongly influenced by local structures~pseud-
onematic domains! that exist in the isotropic phase.7,8A great
deal of experimental work has been done using both t
and frequency domain methods to examine the relativ
long time scale orientational relaxation that is dominated
the randomization of the pseudonematic domains.1,3,9–15

Near the N–I phase transition, the isotropic phase is nem
cally ordered on a distance scale defined by a correla
length,j.7,8 As the N–I phase transition is approached fro
above,j grows, becoming infinite in the nematic phase. O
time scales of many nanoseconds to hundreds of nano
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onds, depending on the temperature, the local order rand
izes, giving rise to exponential decays in time domain opti
Kerr effect experiments.3,5,9

In contrast to liquid crystals, there is no mesoscopic d
tance scale physical picture for supercooled liquids t
spans a wide range of temperatures. Supercooled liquids
the approach to the glass transition have attracted a trem
dous amount of experimental and theoretical interest16,17 be-
cause of the complexity of the dynamics of these nontherm
dynamic equilibrium systems and the technologic
importance of the glass transition and glasses. Although th
have been a great number of experimental studies of su
cooled liquids,17–37 the relationship between the mesoscop
scale structure and the dynamics is unclear. Very close to
glass transition temperature,Tg , there have been a numbe
of experiments that suggest supercooled liquids are struc
ally heterogeneous.38,39 Simulations on spheres40,41 and
somewhat more complex shapes42–44 provide insights, but
they cannot address whether supercooled liquid inhomog
ity that is observed very close toTg persists at much highe
temperatures and whether inhomogeneity is important in
termining dynamics well aboveTg . In the discussion of the

n

dynamics of supercooled liquids, particularly at temperatures
significantly aboveTg , ideal mode-coupling theory45–48

1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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~MCT! has played a significant role because it makes test
predictions of temperature dependent dynamics.35,49

Recently, a great deal of effort has been directed tow
understanding the complex relaxation behavior in molecu
liquids, including both supercooled liquids and liquid cry
tals, in a unified manner.44,50–55 The research involves th
interplay between orientational degrees of freedom
translational degrees of freedom. This effort dates back
Onsager’s pioneering work on hard rods.56 Tanaka proposed
that a competition between multiple order parameters m
lead to the glass transition.50 Schilling and co-workers pu
forward a ‘‘molecular mode coupling theory,’’44,52 an exten-
sion of MCT that includes the orientational degrees of fr
dom. Rzoskaet al. performed linear and nonlinear dielectr
relaxation measurements that suggested a glass transitio
the liquid crystal 5-CB well below the isotropic to nemat
phase transition.51

A very recent optical heterodyne detected optical K
effect ~OHD-OKE! study of the orientational dynamics o
isotropic phase liquid crystals near the isotropic to nem
transition demonstrated the liquid crystal dynamics are
sentially identical to those of the supercooled liquids.55 On
time scales sufficiently long such that the observations
not dominated by intramolecular vibrational degrees of fr
dom ~.;1 ps!, both types of liquids decay with a temper
ture independent power law, the ‘‘intermediate power law
followed by a crossover region that can be described a
second power law, the von Schweidler power law.6,35,49,55

The final, complete structural relaxation is a highly tempe
ture dependent exponential decay.6,35,49,55

The data for all nine liquids studied, five supercool
liquids and four liquid crystals, are fit very well with

F~ t !5@pt2z1dtb21#exp~2t/ta!. ~1!

The first term withz<1 corresponds to the intermedia
power law. ~The name intermediate power law is used
distinguish it from the MCT fastb power law, and the von
Schweidler power law.32,45,57–60The intermediate power law
has been found to be a general feature of fragile superco
liquids, in contrast to the predictions of standard MCT.35,49!
The second term is the crossover power law that reflects
onset of complete structural relaxation. In supercooled
uids, it is called the von Schweidler power law. We will u
the same name for liquid crystals. Values ofb were found to
vary between 0.73 and 0.98 for all the supercooled liquid
the liquid crystal samples.55 The exponential term is assoc
ated with the final complete structural relaxation. The ex
nential decay is called the primary relaxation, the structu
relaxation, or thea relaxation in supercooled liquids. In liq
uid crystals, the long time scale exponential decay is of
referred to as the Landau–de Gennes~LdG! decay. We will
use the namea relaxation to describe the long time expone
tial decay in both types of liquids. Figure 3 in Ref. 55 d
plays data and fits to Eq.~1! for supercooled liquids and
liquid crystals, demonstrating that Eq.~1! fits data from both
types of liquids very well. It was conjectured that the sim

10422 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 19, 15 November 2003
larities between the liquid crystal data and the supercoole
liquid data are produced by the same underlying physic
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features, that is, like liquid crystals, supercooled liquid d
namics are a result of structural domains even at relativ
high temperatures.55

In this paper, we will address another aspect of liqu
crystals that shows a striking resemblance to the tempera
dependent properties of supercooled liquids analyzed
terms of MCT. MCT predicts certain temperature scali
relationships.45,57–59 The amplitude of the von Schweidle
power law@see Eq.~1!# scales as

d}~T2TC!d,
~2!

d5~a1b!/2a.

b is the von Schweidler power law exponent anda is related
to b by

G2~12a!/G~122a!5G2~11b!/G~112b!, ~3!

whereG is the gamma function. The exponential decay tim
constantta increases with decreasing temperature as

ta}~T2TC!2g,
~4!

g5~a1b!/2ab.

Standard MCT does not predict the existence of the
termediate power law.35,49 MCT describes kinetic phenom
ena in terms of a nonlinear feedback mechanism. Differ
types of singularities in the equations can be classified asAl ,
l 52,3,... . The MCT results for supercooled liquids are ge
erally taken to be the solutions to the kinetic equations n
the simplest singularity,A2 . However, the ‘‘end point’’ sce-
nario, which corresponds to higher order singularities, e
A3 , leads to anapproximatelylogarithmic time dependenc
of the correlation function.61–64 Because the OHD-OKE ex
periment measures the time derivative of the polarizabilit
polarizability correlation function~orientational correlation
function!, the approximately logarithmic decay of the corr
lation function will give rise to a power law approximate
t21, as observed.35,49 The end point scenario is believed
only apply in very special circumstances that would not o
cur in simple supercooled liquids. This is in contrast to
cent experiments that indicate the near logarithmic deca
the correlation function may be a universal feature of sup
cooled liquids.35,49 The higher order singularity solutions t
the MCT equations give rise to a scaling relationship for
amplitude of the intermediate power law@see Eq.~1!#, that
is,

p}AT2TC. ~5!

Equation ~5! has been found to hold for supercoole
liquids.35,49

In the scaling relations given in Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~5!, the
MCT critical temperatureTC is the unique scaling tempera
ture. In this paper we show that the MCT scaling relatio
ships given above are also operative for the four liquid cr
tals that have been studied over the full range of ti
scales.4–6,55 However, unlike supercooled liquids, two sca
ing temperatures,TCL ~L for low temperature! and TCH ~H
for high temperature!, are found. The amplitude of the inte

Cang et al.
d
al
mediate power lawp and the amplitude of the longer time
scale von Schweidler power lawd increase with temperature
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asp}AT2TCL andd}(T2TCL)d. In contrast, the exponen
tial decay time constantta increases with decreasing tem
perature as:ta}(T2TCH)2g. TCL is 40–50 K lower than
TCH . Both TCL andTCH are below the isotropic to nemati
phase transition temperature,TNI . TCH is a few degrees be
low TNI and very close toT* , the nominal second-orde
phase transition temperature.8

In ideal MCT, TC is the ideal glass transition temper
ture, although it is found experimentally to be;20% above
the true glass transition temperature,Tg . The existence of
two scaling temperatures,TCL and TCH , suggests an inter
pretation in which there are two ideal glass transitions
liquid crystals. The low temperature one is the equivalen
the MCT TC for supercooled liquids, the ideal glass tran
tion. The higher temperature one is distinct because liq
crystals undergo a real phase transition atTNI , in contrast to
supercooled liquids. The reason for the two transitions w
be discussed in terms of a qualitative physical picture.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The results that will be discussed in the followin
have been presented previously.55 The four liquid crystals
studied are: 48-~pentyloxy!-4-biphenylcarbonitrile
~5-OCB!,5 48-pentyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile ~5-CB!5 and
1-isothiocyabato-~4-propylcyclohexyl!benzene~3-CHBT!,4,5

and 48-Octyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile6~8-CB!.
The experiments were conducted using the optical h

erodyne detected optical Kerr effect~OHD-OKE! experi-
ment. The OHD-OKE experiment, a nonresonant pum
probe technique, measures the time derivative of
polarizability–polarizability correlation function~orienta-
tional correlation function!.65,66 The pump pulse induces a
optical anisotropy. The induced optical anisotropy decays
cause of orientational relaxation. The decay is measured
a time delayed probe pulse. The Fourier transform of
OHD-OKE signal is directly related to data obtained fro
depolarized light scattering.67 Further details can be found i
the previous publications of the data.4–6,55

To obtain the temperature scaling relations of the am
tudes of the two power laws, it is necessary to normalize
data to correct for the effects of laser intensity drift a
sample density change when the temperature is change
t50, the OHD-OKE signal is overwhelmingly dominated b
the instantaneous electronic response of samples. Since
the density changes caused by temperature variation and
laser intensity drift have the same effect on the nuclear
and the electronic part of OHD-OKE signals, the OHD-OK
orientational relaxation data were normalized to the insta
neous electronic response att50. The change of thet50
electronic peak arising from the temperature change
measured and found to be small, 5%–10% depending on
sample. Therefore, any error in the correction is a small e
in a relatively small correction.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

It has been shown previously that Eq.~1! fits the liquid
55

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 19, 15 November 2003
crystal OHD-OKE data very well. The temperature inde-
pendent parameters obtained for the four liquid crystals a
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given in Table I.z is the intermediate power law exponen
which describes the power law from;1 ps to the crossove
region. b is the von Schweidler power law exponent th
describes the crossover region.a is the quantity derived from
b using Eq.~3! that appears withb in the scaling relations,
Eqs.~2! and~4!. d is the scaling exponent for the amplitud
of the von Schweidler power law@Eq. ~2!#, and g is the
scaling exponent for thea relaxation time constant@Eq. ~4!#.

Some features of the parameters will be described bri
here. The power law exponent of the intermediate power
t2z is temperature independent.z decreases as the aspe
ratio of the liquid crystal increases.6,55A linear extrapolation
shows that the value ofz would be;0.85 when the aspec
ratio is 2.5, the value at which theory indicates that a nem
phase will no longer exist.68

The liquid crystal von Schweidler power law exponen
b have larger values than those of the supercooled liqu
For supercooled liquids, the von Schweidler exponentb is in
the range 0.73–0.85 for the five supercooled liqu
studied.35,49The liquid crystalb is in the narrow range 0.95–
0.98. If b51, the von Schweidler power law would vanis
@see Eq.~1!#. However, it was found that the liquid crysta
data could not be fit well without a crossover regime
flected by the von Schweidler power law.

The long time exponential decays obey Landau–
Gennes mean field theory well.5,6,8 The exponential decay
time constanttLdG(T) diverges at the transition temperatu
T* as3,5,6,8,9,69

tLdG}
Veffh~T!

T2T*
, ~6!

whereh(T) is the viscosity,Veff is the nematogen’s effective
volume.T* is generally about one degree belowTNI . Figure
1 plots the temperature dependent exponential decay
ta (tLdG) versus temperature for one of the liquid crysta
8-CB. The extrapolated temperatureT* is 313 K, which is
very close toTNI5313.5 K. The other liquid crystals displa
similar behavior.

As discussed earlier, for supercooled liquids t
temperature-scaling relations@Eqs.~2!–~5!# have been found
within the framework of MCT to apply to five supercoole
liquids.35,49 Figures 2~a!–2~d! show ‘‘rectification’’ plots for
the parameterd, that is, d1/d vs T for all the four liquid
crystals. Data are normalized for purpose of comparison.
parameterd is obtained using the fitting values of the vo
Schweidler exponentb and the parametera found from Eq.
~3!. If the data obey the scaling relation, the points sho

TABLE I. Temperature independent parameters obtained from fits to Eq~1!
and from the scaling relations, Eqs.~2!–~4!.

Liquid crystal z b a d g

3-CHBT 0.7860.02 0.96 0.389 1.734 1.806
5-CB 0.6560.02 0.95 0.388 1.724 1.815
5-OCB 0.6360.02 0.95 0.388 1.724 1.815
8-CB 0.5460.02 0.98 0.392 1.75 1.787

10423Dynamical signature of two ‘‘ideal glass transitions’’
re
fall on a line, and the intercept isTCL. TCL would be called
TC if there is only one scaling temperature as found in su-
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percooled liquids. The rectification plots for all the four liq
uid crystals exhibit linear temperature dependencies wi
experimental error. The extrapolated critical temperatu
TCL are given in Table II.TCL is 40–50 K belowTNI . The
rectification plots ofg, that is, ta

21/g vs T, for the liquid
crystals are also shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. Again, within ex-
perimental error, the points for all four liquid crystals fall o
a line, demonstrating that the scaling relation in Eq.~4! is
obeyed. The extrapolated temperatures from Eq.~4!, TCH are
given in Table II. The two temperature scaling relations g
two critical temperatures separated by 40–50 K. The dif
ence in the critical temperatures is distinct from what is o
served for supercooled liquids. Figure 3 shows the same
of rectification diagrams for the von Schweidler power la
decay amplituded and the exponential decay time constant
for a supercooled liquid, 2-biphenylmethanol.35 In this case,
the two scaling relations give the sameTC within experimen-
tal error. This is also true for other supercooled liquids.32–35

It is also interesting to note that the scaling relationship
ta @Eq. ~4!# describes the temperature dependence of
exponential decay times well, perhaps as well as the L
formula, Eq.~6!.

Figure 4 presents the scaling relation@Eq. ~5!# for the
temperature dependence of the intermediate power law
plitudep asp2 vs T. The quality of the data is not as good
that of Figs. 2 and 3. Nonetheless, it is clear that the sca
relation is obeyed, possibly with the exception of the 8-C
data where the spread in the points is large. The lines w

FIG. 1. The temperature dependent exponential relaxation times,ta , for the
liquid crystal 8-CB plotted ash/ta vs T. The solid line through the points is
the Landau–de Gennes theoretical curve~Eq. 6!, with T* the extrapolated
‘‘clearing’’ temperature which is very close toTNI5313.5 K, in accord with
LdG theory.

TABLE II. Characteristic temperatures of the liquid crystals.

Liquid
crystal

TCH (K) T* (K) TNI ~K) TCL (K) Tg (K) TCL /Tg

3-CHBT 30862 31262 314.7 25062
5-CB 30662 30862 308 26862 210a 1.3
5-OCB 34062 34462 344 29262
8-CB 31262 31362 313.5 27762

10424 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 19, 15 November 2003
aFrom ref. 73.
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drawn usingTCL found from Fig. 2, not as an adjustab
parameter. Supercooled liquids display the same scaling
lations, but the data are better because it can be obtained
a wider range of temperatures.35,49,55The intermediate powe
law exponentsz50.54– 0.78 in the liquid crystals are farthe
from 1 than those of the supercooled liquids. According
MCT, the logarithmic decay is a signature of higher ord
singularities in the MCT solutions.61–64 The temperature
scaling relationp}(T2TC)1/2 occurs for a solution near a
MCT higher order singularity, not from the standard MC
lowest order singularity solution.61–64 However, thep}(T
2TC)1/2 relation has been observed for a number of sup
cooled liquids.35,49

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the amplitude of the von Schwe
power lawd ~squares, plotted asd1/d) and the exponential relaxation timeta

~circles, plotted asta
21/g) for four liquid crystals.~a! 5-OCB, ~b! 3-CHBT,

~c! 8-CB, ~d! 5-CB. Solid lines are fits to Eqs.~2! and ~4!, demonstrating
that the data obey the MCT scaling relations but yielding two critical te
peratures,TCL andTCH obtained by extrapolation. The data sets’ amplitud
were adjusted so that they could be shown on the same plot. The chan
amplitude does not affect the agreement with the scaling relations.

FIG. 3. For illustration of the difference between the liquid crystals a
supercooled liquids, the scaling plots for the amplitude of the von S
weidler power law decay,d ~squares, plotted asd1/d) and for the exponential
decay time ta ~circles, plotted asta

21/g) of a supercooled liquid,
2-biphenylmethanol, are shown. The data are from Ref. 35. Both M

Cang et al.
scaling relations are obeyed, but, in contrast to the liquid crystals, there is a
single critical temperature,TC .
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The net result is that the liquid crystal data obeys
same scaling relations as supercooled liquids. However,
critical temperatures are observed, while in supercooled
uids one critical temperature is found for all of the scali
relations. In the liquid crystals,TCL is found for the scaling
relations that apply to the two fast components of the dec
TCH is found for the scaling relation that applies to the slo
est exponential component of the decays.

IV. DISCUSSION

LdG mean field theory provides a very useful physic
picture that gives a starting point for understanding the t
glass transitions in liquid crystals.8 The theory only describe
orientation relaxation on the longest time scale where
decay is exponential. In the isotropic phase nearTNI , owing
to the large aspect ratio of the nematogens, liquid crys
form pseudonematic domains. These domains have l
nematic order over a correlation lengthj(T) with a lifetime
t(T). The long time scale exponential relaxation is the de
of the local nematic order. The short time scale power l
decay and the crossover region, the von Schweidler po
law decay, occur on times fast compared to the loss of lo
nematic order. The short time scale dynamics reflect re
ations on a time scale short compared tot(T) and a distance
scale short compared toj(T). Thus, there are two relaxatio
regimes: the intradomain relaxation, which is orientationa
constrained by the local nematic order, and the domain
domization, which is the decay of the local nematic ord
parameter. AsTNI is approached from above,j(T) grows
and eventually diverges due to the weakly first-order iso
pic to nematic phase transition. According to LdG theory,
phase transition leads to the divergence of domain rand
ization timet(T) as Eq.~6!. However the isotropic to nem
atic transition does not break the translational symme
Translational relaxation, both intra and interdomain, are s
allowed even in the nematic phase. Thus, the viscosity o

FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of the amplitude of the interme
power law term,p ~plotted asp2) vs temperature for four liquid crystals.~a!
5-OCB, ~b! 3-CHBT, ~c! 8-CB, ~d! 5-CB. Solid lines are fits to Eq.~5! with
TCL obtained from the fits in Fig. 2, demonstrating that the data obey
MCT scaling relation with critical temperatures,TCL .

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 19, 15 November 2003
nematic liquid crystals is not infinity, while the viscosity of a
glass is. This type of rotation–translation decoupling has als
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been reported for some supercooled liquids,38 and has been
viewed as evidence of the existence of domains in sup
cooled liquids at least very close toTg .70

With this pseudonematic domain picture in mind, it
possible to develop a description of the two glass transiti
in liquid crystals~Figs. 2 and 4!. The two transitions reflec
the freezing in of local nematic domains atTCH and the
freezing of all relaxation atTCL .

Schilling and co-workers44,52have presented a ‘‘molecu
lar MCT,’’ a MCT theory of relaxation in complex liquids o
hard ellipsoids of revolution, which considers both orien
tional and translational degrees of freedom. This is in c
trast to the original MCT which consider spheres, and, the
fore, only translational degrees of freedom. In particular
was found that for molecules with large aspect ratios,
glass transition is driven by the orientational degrees of fr
dom. The phase diagram for the ideal glass transition in
uids ~the MCT TC) becomes more complicated than that
nearly spherical molecules.52 There is one transition line tha
corresponds to the conventional glass transition for spher
particles, which is driven by the cage effect. However, it w
shown that for aspect ratios greater than 2.5~liquid
crystals68!, an additional glass transition line in phase spa
arises. This transition corresponds to the freezing of the
entational degrees of freedom while translation degrees
freedom are still liquid like to some extent. It is a strikin
result that this glass transition line is very close to the ne
atic instability boundary, which indicates that this glass tra
sition occurs near the isotropic to nematic phase transitio

These molecular MCT results and the pseudonematic
main picture can be combined to propose a physical desc
tion of the experimental observations presented above. At
orientational glass transition line (T5TCH , if temperature is
the control parameter! a glass phase is formed in which th
relative orientations of the pseudonematic domains~as de-
fined by the direction of the local director71! are frozen.
Within the domains, there are still translational and restric
angular fluctuations, that is, liquid like behavior. Howeve
the orientations of the particles maintain nematic orde
relative to the local director. For length scalesl @j(T), that
is on macroscopic distance scales, the material is orientat
ally isotropic because the directions of the local directors
random. However, this pseudonematic orientational gla
the relative directions of the local directors are not evolvi
in time. This is in contrast to the isotropic liquid phase
which the sample is macroscopically isotropic and the dir
tions of the local directors are continually randomizing.
nematic liquid crystals, this type of pseudonematic orien
tional glass transition does not actually occur. As the te
perature decrease through the isotropic phase, the we
first-order isotropic to nematic transition takes place at te
peratureTNI , which is a few degrees higher thanTCH . The
isotropic to nematic transition is the equivalent of crysta
zation preventing the glass transition. AtT.TNI , however,
the pseudonematic orientational glass transition reveals i
through the relaxation dynamics as shown in the scaling
lationship of the data in Fig. 2. The fact that the LdG critic

te

e
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o
temperatureT* and the critical temperatureTCH are nearly
identical seems more than a coincidence. It would be inter-
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esting to determine if there is a relationship between the L
mean field theory and the molecular mode coupling theo

For time scales shorter thanta(T), the intradomain re-
laxation is the main relaxation channel in the isotropic ph
of liquid crystals. Both the short time scale intermedia
power law decay and the longer time scale von Schwei
power law decay occur in this time region. The scaling re
tions shown in Figs. 2 and 4 indicate that crossing from
isotropic phase to the nematic phase does not impose e
restrictions on relaxation on fast time scales. In the pict
presented here, crossing the pseudonematic orientat
glass transition does not influence the short time dynam
Complete orientational relaxation cannot occur because
the local nematic order, but translational and orientatio
dynamics that preserve the local nematic order can still t
place. In the context of MCT, upon further cooling, all rela
ation will eventually freeze atTCL , the conventional MCT
ideal glass transition. In fragile supercooled liquids, the M
critical temperatureTC is typically 20%–30% higher than
the experimental glass transition temperatureTg . Dielectric
relaxation experiments on 5-CB indicate that the glass tr
sition temperature is 210 K.72,73 ComparingTg with TCL for
5-CB, one finds thatTCL51.28Tg , a typical value for fragile
supercooled liquids.~Values ofTg for the other liquid crys-
tals are not available.! Recent analysis of the available da
on thea relaxation timeta(T) in various glass forming liq-
uids showed that atTC , ta(T) is of the order of
1026– 1027.5s.74 The dielectric relaxation spectra of 5-CB73

and 8-CB75 give for these materialsta(TCL)51026.6s.
Again, these values are consistent with the view that for
liquid crystalsTCL is akin toTC for supercooled liquids.

Rzoskaet al.51 studied the glass forming behavior of th
liquid crystal 8-CB with dielectric relaxation experimen
and analyzed the data within the framework of molecu
MCT. They found a single MCT critical temperature 272
which is very close toTCL5276 K found here and signifi
cantly lower thanTCH5313 K. This suggests that linear d
electric relaxation experiments are sensitive to the intra
main dynamics.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

OHD-OKE studies of four liquid crystals in the isotrop
phase near the isotropic to nematic phase transition show
signatures of two glass transitions within the context
MCT. The amplitudes of the short time scale intermedi
power law and the von Schweidler power law obey scal
relations with a critical temperatureTCL . TCL is equivalent
to the MCT TC for supercooled liquids.TCL is 30–50 K
below the isotropic to nematic phase transition tempera
TNI ~see Table II! and corresponds to the MCT ideal stru
tural glass transition for a supercooled nematic liquid crys
In the context of MCT, atTCL the intradomain dynamics o
the pseudonematic domains of the isotropic phase freez

The long time scale relaxation~a relaxation!, associated
with the randomization of the pseudonematically ordered
mains, shows a signature of another glass transition.
relaxation timeta obeys the MCT scaling relation but with
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second glass transition temperatureTCH , which is a few de-
grees belowTNI ~see Table II!. At TCH , the local nematic
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order associated with the pseudonematic domains freeze
in accordance with a recent generalization of MCT to s
tems of molecules in the form of hard ellipsoids of revol
tion with large aspect ratios~.2.5!.44 The intervention of the
weakly first-order isotropic to nematic phase transition atTNI

prevents the actual appearance of such orientationally fro
ensembles of pseudonematic liquid domains. The sec
glass transition of the local nematic order occurs for nema
gens~large aspect ratio molecules!. Such molecules have re
laxation dynamics that are highly influenced by their orie
tational degrees of freedom. This type of transition is n
found for supercooled liquids with aspect ratios below;2.5.

In recent studies, we demonstrated that the OHD-O
data ~time derivative of the orientational correlation fun
tion! for five supercooled liquids were described by E
~1!.35,49 While the observed von Schweidler power law a
the a relaxation are consistent with standard MCT~lowest
order singularity!, the observation of the intermediate pow
law from ;1 ps to ns is not part of standard MCT but do
occur for a special case~endpoint scenario61–64!. It appears
that the intermediate power law is a universal feature of
percooled liquids, at least fragile glass formers. The v
Schweidler power law and thea relaxation obeyed the tem
perature scaling relations of standard MCT. The intermed
power law obeys a temperature scaling relation found for
end point scenario.

In another set of studies it was found that Eq.~1! also
describes OHD-OKE data for four liquid crystals in the
isotropic phase. For both liquid crystals and supercooled
uids, the decay begins as a power law with temperature
dependent exponent, has a crossover regime describe
another power law with temperature independent expon
and on the longest time scale, decays exponentially wit
highly temperature dependent decay constant. In this pa
we have shown that the liquid crystal power laws and ex
nential decay constants obey the identical MCT scaling re
tions as the supercooled liquids. However, in contrast to
percooled liquids, the liquid crystals have two critic
temperatures; the higher temperature one associated wit
long time scale exponential decay is induced by the isotro
to nematic phase transition. The net result is that superco
liquids and liquid crystals behave identically except that l
uid crystals have a true phase transition and supercooled
uids do not. Here a physical description of the liquid crys
scaling relations and dynamics was presented in terms o
well-established domain structure of liquid crystals. T
similarities between the behavior of supercooled liquids a
liquid crystals suggest that an underlying domain structur
responsible for the properties of supercooled liquids at
temperatures.
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